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Abstract

Many authors contend that realizing benefits of new information technologies requires adjusting such technologies to fit with the organization’s context or, alternatively, they suggest adjusting organizational practices to accord with the new technologies (Rifkin, 1995). However, Orlikowski and Yates (2006) pointed out that the ways these prescriptions are applied in practice are yet ill defined. Our research yields practice-based suggestions for developing groupware, organizational processes, procedures, and organizational culture needed for successful implementation of information technology.
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Introduction

Johnson-Lenz (1991) defines Groupware as “a whole system of intentional group processes plus software to support them.” This definition emphasizes that Groupware cannot be divorced from the individuals it supports or from the organizational context within which it is used. Groupware capabilities include email, electronic conferencing, discussion forums, document handling to support collaborative writing, workflow utilities and other facilities that enable customization of databases and help coordinate other groupware and desktop products.

A study of Lotus Notes, however, demonstrates that obtaining business benefit can be elusive (Aldenberg et al., 1999; Orlikowski, 1996; Orlikowski and Yates, 2006). Jones (2005) attributes these negative findings to lack of top executive support, the proliferation of incompatible collaborative tools, installation of inadequate tools, end-user confusion, and existing work practices that are designed around individual rather than collaborative work (Olson and Olson, 2000; Orlikowski, 1996; Orlikowski and Yates, 2006). Because Groupware is a collaborative tool its successful implementation relies on groups wanting to share their work, collaborate and cooperate. Organizations with cultures that reward individual performance and pay insufficient attention to the cooperative effort will fail to benefit from Groupware, because employees will have no incentive to use the tool. Similary, Orlikowski (1996) describes in great detail how an organization that was initially ill prepared to adopt Lotus Notes, eventually changed organizational processes that in turn resulted in the company’s reaping the benefits from Lotus Notes. Other researchers conclude that redesigned organizational structures combined with unintended Groupware uses lead to changed power relationships between users (Aldenberg et al., 1999; Grudin, 2006). Thus, as prior research demonstrates, realizing Groupware’s potential benefits requires extensive changes in organizational processes, personal and interpersonal orientations, and attention to information technology.

Case studies demonstrate the critical importance of the individual employee’s role in the effective exploitation of groupware (Aldenberg et al., 1999; Jones, 2005; Orlikowski, 1996). Thus, Jones (2005) states “The key to successful enterprise collaboration strategy is to start by looking at employee roles and responsibilities rather than technology.” Orlikowski’s (1996) analysis of the Alpha Company demonstrates that successful Groupware implementation requires organizations to move away from a competitive culture where the individual is rewarded for his/her efforts to a reward system that stresses group results. Furthermore, Orlikowski’s (1996) case study shows the need for employee training. However, because the Alpha Company ’s revenues depended on employee billable hours, staff members were expected to learn the new tool on their personal time, which they refused to do.

Based on a Lotus Notes case study Aldenberg et al. (1999) noted that Groupware required employees to accept more responsibility because they have access to more information. That is to say because team members have broad access to more information they have the responsibility to select the information needed, and to initiate contacts for further needed information which leads to empowered employees who are then expected to do more for themselves. Furthermore, using Lotus Notes to organize meetings results to information capture in the form of meeting minutes, decisions and so on and so forth for access by all relevant staff. This information forms the basis for analysis and review of decisions long after the particular issues discussed have been acted on.

Researchers also uncovered problems inherent in asking for employees to share knowledge (Orlikowski, 2002; Wasko and Faraj, 2005). Employees resist sharing with the rest of the organization because of a culture of personal rewards and a perception that their position depends on their personal expertise. Unequal distribution of the effort required to share information is yet one more impediment to sharing
information. That is to say, individuals who benefit least from sharing information face the task of making it available to other organizational members (Rogers, 1994).

The discussion above shows that successfully implementing and operating Groupware in organizations is affected by many factors. We wish to contribute to the discussion by analyzing the successful design, implementation, and use of Groupware by the Colruyt Company, a large Belgian food discount retailer with annual revenues of US $6.8 billion. Since its founding in 1965 the Company developed an organizational culture that emphasized devolution of power, decision making, and acceptance of responsibility by staff at all managerial levels. One of the most important aspects of the Company’s organizational culture is a stress on interpersonal communication which is essential to enabling collaborative work processes. During the mid 1970s the company designed, developed, installed, and commenced using an interactive system for information dissemination (ISID). In response to further development of the Company’s culture and information technology, ISID was enriched by 2006 to a full-featured Groupware system that is now essential to the Company’s daily operation and future expansion. Our research at the Colruyt Company uncovered that the company was able to respond in a positive manner to many of difficulties experienced by other organizations when introducing and employing Groupware (Aldenberg et al., 1999; Jones, 2005; Orlikowski, 1996, 2002).

Research Method

Our research into the use of Groupware at the Colruyt Company is case-based. From 1993 until 2006 we conducted thirty-one interviews with twenty-two Company employees. The interviewees included top-level and middle-level managers, operational personnel, and Union officials and Union stewards (Table 1). The interviews, on average 1½ hours in length, were conducted in Flemish, tape-recorded and transcribed for later analysis.

During the interviews we took extensive notes of the interviewees’ disposition, his or her office environment, and our impressions with respect to the interview. We conducted preliminary analysis immediately after completing each interview which proved to be very helpful during later analysis of the interviews (Patton, 2001). Then, at a later time, the interviews were transcribed to text in their entirety. Moreover, as an additional effort to ensure accuracy, that is to say, descriptive validity, we returned the transcribed interviews to our informants for inspection and, when necessary, their correction.

Data analysis started while we collected historical documents and conducted the first set of interviews. While studying interview transcripts, annual reports and other internal Company documents, we strove to comprehend how actors perceived and affected changes in their environment. Our understanding of the subjects’ interpretations was based on and validated against the historical background of the broader social, economic, and political conditions. Interpreting and understanding human action is essential to our project, and therefore an interpretive research method suited our purpose best. On account of the iterative nature of interpretive research, we went through several hermeneutic circles before arriving at a satisfactory understanding (Klein and Myers, 1999).
Director Distribution X
Director Marketing X X
Former Chief Executive Officer X
Former Chief Information Officer X X
Former Director Distribution X X
Former Director Marketing X X
Manager Logistics X
Manager Marketing X
Manager Outsourcing X
Manager System Design X X X
Manager Systems Application X
Manager Technical Services X X
Moderator – Human Relations X
Present Chief Executive Officer X
Present Chief Information Officer X X
Store Clerk X
Store Manager X
Systems Developer-1 X
Systems Developer-2 X
Union Official at Union Headquarters X
Union Steward-1 X
Union Steward-2 X

Table 1. Interviewees and Interview Schedule

The Colruyt Company

The Colruyt Company was founded in 1965 as a single food discount store - a revolutionary concept in Belgium at the time. Today the Company operates some 200 stores in Belgium and 44 stores in France and has annual turnover of US $6.8 billion (2007 Company Annual Report). The company’s success is noteworthy considering Belgium’s business conditions – wide-ranging governmental regulations, an industry domination by large well-established food retailers, paper-thin profit margins, stringent ecological laws, and the presence of not only one but three combative Unions.

Mr. Jo Colruyt, the company’s founder and until his death in 1994 its CEO, had clear philosophical views on the type of company he intended to create. His views shaped the company’s structure at inception, and determined many of the company’s more unusual characteristics. Mr. Jo Colruyt resolved to compete on price:

- “The business strategy was +10%, -10%, and +1%. It meant we pay employees 10% above average industry wages, we charge customers 10% below our competitors, and we realize a 1% return on sales.” (Former Chief Information Officer, 1993, 2000)

The Company has been remarkably successful in reaching these goals and, in the case of its salary structure employees are paid 10% in excess of average industry pay rates. (Verlinden, 2006).

On founding his Company in 1965 Mr. Colruyt resolved that informatization was crucial to ensuring business success:
• “We organized our first discount store around a revolutionary concept: the immediate integration of the computer [into the entire food distribution chain]. Today, this definitive choice of using informatization in food distribution appears to have been an excellent decision. [Because] of informatization we are more efficient than our competitors. We are convinced that we have a seven year jump on the competition. (Mr. Jo Colruyt, pp. 11-21, 9/26/1983)

In 1965 Belgium the Company’s informatization of food retailing meant that store customers placed food items along with accompanying IBM punch cards in a shopping cart. Store clerks at the checkout register deposited the punch cards in a card reader attached to an IBM tabulator which produced a billing statement for the customer’s approval. Later in the 1960s the card reader which was attached to an IBM tabulator was replaced by an in-store minicomputer. Using this point-of-sales data reordering supplies from food producers and restocking stores were automated. When in 1987 the Company replaced punch card readers by scanners the switch was uncomplicated because, unlike its competitors, the Colruyt Company could leave existing information systems unchanged.

The Colruyt Company’s philosophy with respect to its price guarantee is summarized as “When we promise the lowest price, we are ethically bound to deliver on this promise.” A computer software application package keeps track of the Colruyt Company’s pricing levels and that of its competitors on a product-by-product basis. A team of Colruyt employees check prices in stores throughout Belgium on a daily basis. These prices, some 44,000 each day, are entered into the Company’s central computer for further action. If a competitor sells any food item at a price lower than that charged by the Colruyt Company, the price in Colruyt stores is adjusted downward (2007 Company Annual Report). Since its inception in 1965 the Colruyt Company has been remarkably successful in beating competing food retailers on price while maintaining profitability. A June 2006 price comparison study by an independent agency found that the Colruyt and Makro Companies were less expensive than any of its Belgium-based competitors (de Ruyter, June 29, 2006)

Internet-based sales started on a restricted basis in 1998 (Director Distribution, 2003). Online sales, which were started in 1998, provides customers access to an online portal featuring seven webstores that sell food for home delivery or for in-store pickup, organic food products, nonfood products such as small house appliances, and baby items (www.colruyt.be). The Colruyt Company online sales grew 25% during 2007 compared to 2006 sales figures (2007 Annual Report).

The Colruyt Company invests heavily in advanced technologies including innovations for data recording, data mining, automated warehouse systems, automated truck routing systems, logistical systems, and Internet-based bidding and contracting system that is accessible to pre-approved food producing companies.

The Colruyt Culture

Mr. Jo Colruyt’s vision accords with participative ideals that informed corporate culture and norms since the company’s origination in 1965. He stated:

• “We try to develop the company … work methods and jobs … avoid alienation … it enters because of counter productive conditions under which we are forced to work and by counter productive organizational forms that subject [people] to oppressing power conditions. Caused also by the absurd manner by which organizations reduce workers to mere robots rather than considering their human characteristics, energy, and emotions.” (Jo Colruyt, April 1984, pp. 53-56)

The Company seeks to reduce power asymmetry inherent in hierarchical structures by using temporary work teams where membership is self-selected and anyone with an interest and a need to know can join.
Much effort is expended toward rational decision making that occurs after extensive discussion in work groups and which are widely reported.

Since the Company's inception owner and upper management strove toward rational discourse, reducing power differences between company management and employees, and fostering personal initiative toward action at all corporate levels. Striving toward rationality does not preclude attention to emotional consideration. Stated Mr. Jo Colruyt:

- “Rationality by itself does not work the more computers [one] introduces the more one has to pay attention to [human] communication and human relations. [In absence of all this] people will come to behave like computers and that leads to a society that has no place any longer for humans.” (Jo Colruyt, Interview, 1993)

Decision making and rational discourse requires communicative ability which resulted in investment in employee education and on-the-job training that is unique in Belgium’s retailing industry. During 2006, for example, the Company allocated US $300 million (3.3% of its annual wage costs) to train 16,000 employees in corporate and interpersonal communication in the Flemish and French languages, group dynamics, intercultural differences, and information technology (2006 Company Annual Report).

A concern for emancipation of and participation and decision making by employees throughout the company characterizes corporate culture since the Company’s founding in 1965. During the late 1960s behaviorism dominated organizational development thinking. The Company’s upper managerial team participated in sensitivity training in the expectation that it would make for better interpersonal understanding and communication, and improved decision making. Top management soon recognized that realizing the benefits of such training required participation of employees at all levels of the Company. Stated the former Chief Information Officer:

- “Groups composed of individual drawn from all managerial levels – e.g., Mr. Jo Colruyt and an inventory clerk – participated in sensitivity training. It resulted in a complete restructuring of corporate culture and relations between management and workers. We started to discuss the issues which evolved into collaborative decision making. Then came the realization that what got discussed during meetings needed to be permanently recorded - you instantly grasp the need for communication” (Former CIO interview, 2000)

According to the former CIO employees at any managerial levels may be impacted by decisions taken during meetings. Therefore, decisions needed to be permanently retained and made available to those affected. These considerations, which took place in the late 1970s, were the rationale for developing and implementing a rudimentary computer-based system that stored and distributed documents. The system became known as the interactive system for information distribution (ISID) and was the start of a long series of developments that by the mid 1980s had evolved into a full-fledged Groupware package (Figure 1).

ISID’s capabilities during the late 1970s were necessarily limited, that is to say, the system’s essential abilities were retention of and access to documents, notes, and letters. ISID was entirely mainframe-based and used the VSAM database application software for document storage. Because ISID is crucial to organizational norms, culture, day-to-day operation, and business success, it was consistently improved by adding new functions. During the first decade of the new millennium ISID was extended by an email capability that became known as “fast interactive system for information dissemination” (FISID). In the interest of efficiency FISID runs side-by-side to ISID so that users can read email unencumbered by having to scan documents. Finally, after having been completely redesigned in 2006 ISID is a company-wide Groupware and among its services is a document management system in the form of letters, transcriptions, meeting reports, and calendaring.
To illustrate ISID importance to the Company’s functioning we relate an actual instance of its use. In 2006 one of the authors attended a two hour long ISID development meeting during which new ISID features were discussed. Because Belgium is a multilingual country, retaining documents in different languages became an important topic of discussion. This implies that a document written in Flemish should be made available in French and English. However, because translating takes time and the number of translators is limited not all documents will be made available in two or three languages. The meeting ended with, among other results, rules to prioritize document translation. These rules were available on ISID later during the same day.

Discussion

Company norms and culture reflect interpersonal openness and understanding, empowerment, and collaborative decision making. This in turn necessitated information sharing between employees at all managerial levels. During its search for a practical information sharing method the Company in the late 1970s settled on developing ISID, a software application that even at the time of its implementation had many of the features of ‘Groupware.’ During the ensuing years ISID was subject to further development and presently is a full-featured Groupware software package that led to a further strengthening of Company culture and norms. In short, corporate cultural values and Groupware features were and still are mutually enforcing.

Similar to effects noted by Orlikowski (1996), ISID impacted the nature of work and social relations within the Company. For example, unlike the top-level managerial staff members employees at lower managerial levels are not expected to speak both Flemish and French languages. Therefore reports of
meetings have to be made available in each of these two languages. The important issue with respect to information flow within the Company is the language in which a report is first published. This may appear a minor issue but group of employees who receive information first generally have an edge over employees who receive information later. Furthermore, because speaking Flemish or French reflects strongly held emotions the language in which meeting reports are published first has important cultural and social implications.

Rogers (1994) contends that achieving collaboration between individuals requires modifying working practices and customizing Groupware so as to agree with corporate norms. Rogers (1994) further states that this process of co-evolution is complex, likely to run into many obstacles and may even overwhelm an organization. Our analysis of ISID’s construction and implementation demonstrates that the Colruyt Company’s needs were in effect the driving force behind ISID. To illustrate, during an ISID planning meeting attended by one of the three authors an IT design manager defined the responsibilities of his design group as follows:

- “I am responsible for the ISID [design] group’s planning such that the [Colruyt] organization obtains in a timely manner [collaborative and communicative] services that are optimal in terms of performance, quality, and cost. In [close] collaboration with [ISID] users I have a responsibility for constructing a vision for ISID that optimizes its potential while keeping in mind technological limitations.” (IT design manager, May 2006)

According to Grudin (2003) top-level managers were always crucial to selecting and obtaining software packages but hardly ever did they operate or interact with the software. Grudin (2003) further remarks that managers were frequently technologically ill prepared to use computer software applications. Finally, Grudin (2003) claims that top-level managers would insist that software support their information needs. Our analysis demonstrates that individuals at all managerial levels as well as operational personnel at the Colruyt Company are active and daily Groupware users who also engage in asking the IT department to extend ISID’s features when felt necessary by work processes.

Palen and Grudin (2002) question whether Groupware can be successful if its use is discretionary. These authors argue that collaboration technology adoption is compromised by having to be attractive to all corporate members without receiving long-term top-down support. They further claim that in the case of Groupware wide-spread availability is a necessary but not sufficient condition for successful adoption. In the case of the Colruyt Company’s Groupware ISID was designed in response to and in support of existing and developing corporate practices. Moreover, even though a mandate for ISID’s use is lacking no Colruyt Company employee can successfully participate if not for the use of this Groupware. Thus the Colruyt Company avoided the problems cited by Palen and Grudin (2002) by implementing a Groupware that responded effectively to wide-spread processing needs.

Bos et al., (2002) contend that worker collaboration greatly depends on mutual trust. These authors further state that mutual trust in turn depends on the mode of communication among the participants. Based on their research the authors conclude face-to-face communication results in a high degree of trust whereas textual communication results in a low degree of trust. Our investigation of the Colruyt Company’s Groupware reveals that mutual trust is created during face-to-face communication during meetings after which it is reinforced by storing meeting minutes in ISID. In addition, meeting reports are accessible to Colruyt Company employees who did not or could not attend the meeting. Moreover, as explained earlier, the Company has an extensive set of seminars that are attended by groups of employees composed of a cross section of employees. In short, a combination of face-to-face instruction in communication, face-to-face meetings, and ISID combine to create mutual trust among Colruyt Company employees.

Ensuring proper ISID etiquette became essential as the frequency of use and the number of users at all managerial levels increased. One particular instance calling for managerial intervention arose as a result of
a document that was translated from Flemish into French. Because translating documents from French into Flemish and vice versa is a common occurrence the Colruyt Company employs a considerable number of professional translators. Managerial intervention occurred when the translator of a document translated from Flemish into French received withering critique from someone who actually had no immediate or work-related interest in the document. The complaining individual wrote an extremely hostile message which was emailed to forty-eight individuals at the highest managerial levels mentioning the translator by name but omitting him/her from the email message. A highly placed manager responded with his own personal email stating:

- “Each mode of communication has its strengths and weaknesses. ISID documents … have important limitations that require the writer to stick exactly to facts … expressions expressing emotional states [have no place] in ISID messages and certainly not when the document has many recipients.” (Former Director Marketing, 1993, 2000)

A second case requiring managerial intervention involved the use of ISID by Union Stewards by the Colruyt Company and who enjoy access to ISID on par with any other employee. During 1984 two Union Stewards retrieved from ISID letters written by Mr. Jo Colruyt, founder and and until 1994 CEO, which they subsequently passed on to the press. This act damaged the Company’s reputation which in turn caused decreased sales (Jo Colruyt, July 1984). Rather than limiting ISID access to Union Stewards, the Company’s CEO elected to discuss this breach of trust with employees (Jo Colruyt, July 1984). These two incidents exemplify a long series of instances where using ISID requires continued policy-making attention and instruction into its proper and legitimate use. It is notable that top management seeks to strike a delicate balance between restricting access to ISID because of misuse and keeping ISID accessible to all employees so as to ensuring optimal ISID use so as to benefit the Company. Openness of ISID access is the favored response.

Active and ongoing interest and involvement by individuals throughout the organization are indispensable for the Colruyt Company’s Groupware continued development and usefulness to corporate goals. ISID was not developed and forced on unwilling or unprepared Company employees. Instead, ISID was developed in response to an already existing organizational culture that emphasized Company-wide collaboration and communication. ISID’s initially rudimentary capabilities which over a thirty-year period continue to be enlarged supporting in response to changing work practices and technological advances.

Our research identified several measures essential to the acceptance and successful use of the firm’s in-house developed Groupware. Thus, during the late 1970s, some thirty years before ISID’s current version, the Colruyt Company created a Groupware in response to its organizational culture and work processes and that was which is characterized by:

- Informatization: The Colruyt Company was organized around IT-enabled customer services and work processes. Specifically, since its inception in 1965 all activities surrounding the sales process were supported by IBM punch card operations in the store and a mainframe in headquarters.
- Communication: Starting in the mid 1970s the Colruyt Company experimented with an IT-enabled communication system that was a forerunner of ISID.
- Education: Based on their discretion employees can attend Company sponsored seminars on communication, conducting meetings, conflict resolution, working in teams, decision making, assertiveness training, self-realization, and many other topics. However, employees are required to attend seminars that teach topics directly related to individuals job.
- Collaboration and team working: Embracing business and/or technological opportunities, and problem solving are accomplished by working groups and based on teamwork.
Bottom-up initiation of informatization projects: Projects are user-generated. Information analysts are assigned to individual business units and form a bridge between the business and the Company’s Information Services Department.

Business aware IT staff: Many employees in the IT department started in the Company’s retailing division and are therefore knowledgeable as to how IT serves business interests.

Job rotation: The Company practices extensive job rotation at all managerial levels. Thus, many employees have in-depth knowledge about their present assignment as well as a first-hand familiarity with other parts of the Company.

Company wide use of groupware: ISID is widely used to educate and to keep all employees informed about many organizational rules and procedures. Especially when managers observe issues or problem solving methods of Company-wide interest they compose announcements that are emailed to a wide audience via ISID and later retained in ISID’s document database.

Continuous user-led development of information systems: ISID was designed and implemented in response to needs and demands of the user community. Since it’s inception in the mid 1970s ISID has been enriched with many new features such as email, calendaring, and FISID which stands for fast ISID. Again, these enrichments were in response to user needs.

Our research demonstrates that the Colruyt Company avoided many of the misconceptions, mistakes, and hence the difficulties experienced by other companies with respect to the introduction of Groupware. Items 1 through 9 reveal that the Colruyt Company did not impose Groupware on a reluctant population of workers who resisted changing work practices, and who were loath to learn a system on their own time. These findings support the findings and/or suggestions of other researchers such as Orlikowsky (1996, 2002). However, our findings go beyond corroborating earlier research by delineating organizational processes that bring about conditions leading to Groupware use which improves corporate efficiency, effectiveness, and profitability.

Conclusion

Many case studies analyze and discuss reasons why Groupware is often not used to its full potential. After a close reading of the literature on Groupware we detected few recommendations that would result in the successful implementation of Groupware. In the case of ISID our informants stated that the Groupware is essential to efficiently, effectively, and successfully completing their day-to-day job responsibilities. The Groupware’s contribution to organizational functioning did not arise automatically. Rather, it arose from ISID’s capabilities as well as from management’s role in educating employees in responsible use of the system. In short, our case study demonstrates practical steps essential to overcoming organizational difficulties arising from introducing Groupware systems into organizations.
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